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The conventional wisdom regarding the aims and shortcomings of Kantian constructivism is mistaken. The aim of metaethical constructivism is not to provide a naturalistic account of the objectivity of normative facts by deriving substantive morality from a conception of agency so thin as to be uncontroversial (a task at which it is generally regarded to have failed). Its aim is to explain the “grip” that normative facts have on us—to avoid what I call the problem of normative alienation. So understood, Kantian constructivism faces two problems: that determinate normative facts cannot be derived from agency and that its individualistic conception of agency cannot account for the sociality of morality. I propose and elaborate a social conception of agency that is better able to address the latter problem while still avoiding normative alienation, and evaluate two different strategies for responding to the former problem.

The human mind is self-conscious in the sense that it is essentially reflective.
-Korsgaard, Sources of Normativity

Self-consciousness exists in and for itself when, and by the fact that, it so exists for another . . . [self-consciousnesses] recognize themselves as mutually recognizing one another.
- Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit

In this paper I want to consider the possibility that agency is essentially social, in that it involves standing in mutually recognitive relations with other agents. The idea is not new—it goes back at least to post-Kantian philosophers like Fichte and Hegel—but it has received surprisingly little attention from those working
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on agency in analytic metaethics. My main focus here will be on the metaethical work that this conception of agency can do, in particular for metaethical constructivism.

I will begin by arguing in §1 that Kantian constructivism has been largely misunderstood. The conventional wisdom is that in promising to derive substantive moral requirements from the standpoint of practical reason itself, the Kantian aims to vindicate the objectivity of normative talk without relying on suspiciously non-naturalistic metaphysics. By this standard it’s generally regarded as a failure: from any theory of agency thin enough to be uncontroversial, one cannot derive requirements thick enough to approximate morality. This reading is mistaken. The problem for which Kantian constructivism is a solution is not how to get universality without metaphysical baggage. Instead, as I discuss in §1.2, Korsgaard’s key insight is not that we must vindicate the objectivity of normative talk without recourse to mysterious properties, it is that unless we do so our metaethics will leave us alienated from the normativity that supposedly binds us.

Moral facts are supposed to command us and get a grip on us in a way that facts about numbers, possibilities, and finger snaps do not. They do this by addressing us in the practical standpoint: they matter to us as agents. The central question to which constructivism provides an answer is thus how does morality get a grip on us as agents?, and the constructivist answer is that morality arises from agency. The Kantian constructivist answer is that it arises from a Kantian picture of agency as self-legislation.

In §1.3 I argue that relying on a Kantian theory of agency as the basis for constructivism leaves us open to another form of alienation: not between an agent and their reasons, but between one agent and another. A workable metaethics must not lose sight of the fact that you and I—not moral facts themselves—are able to get a grip on each other.

Metaethics must be able to address both forms of alienation. However, the demands of one trade off against the demands of the other: if the problem with the first sort of alienation is a normativity too distant from agency, the solution is to bring them closer. But in driving normativity inward, we drive agents apart. Constructivism’s challenge is to maintain the focus on agency as the source of

---

2. My characterization of the core post-Kantian idea borrows primarily from Brandom (2007; 2019) and Pippin (2008; 2010), and incidentally from Neuhouser (1986), Wood (1990), Rödl (2007), Clarke (2009), McNulty (2016) and Zylberman (2014; 2017). A few exceptions to my claim that this idea has not been mined for relevance to metaethics include Moland (2011), Saunders (2016), Walden (2018a; 2018b; 2020) and Magnani (2018), though of these only Walden has proposed something like the positive view I discuss here. (His discussion is oriented toward a different set of problems, and though I think our views can probably happily coexist I will not have the space here to parse any finer points of agreement or divergence.)
normativity and to conceive of agency so that it relates us to others in the right way. The social, post-Kantian view of agency offers a way to do so.

Having motivated the post-Kantian theory of agency, in §2 I sketch a picture of agency as constituted by relationships of mutual recognition with other agents. In §3 I briefly consider a few different ways this picture could ground a constructivist metaethical theory. One could simply replace the individualistic Kantian theory of agency with this social one and then turn the same crank. This would mean leaving in place the Kantian constructivist strategy of deriving substantive moral requirements, which, I claim, exposes the theory to many of the same problems. The most promising path instead involves thinking of mutual recognition as realized in or developing into concrete forms of social life.

1. Two Kinds of Alienation

1.1. The Received View of Constructivism in Metaethics

In the last decade the conventional wisdom has consolidated around the idea that what speaks in favor of metaethical constructivism, if anything, is its ability to balance a handful of theoretical desiderata. Facing a stalemate between realism and antirealism, constructivism supposedly aims to recover the objectivity of moral facts from the prevailing noncognitivism of the mid-20th century, and to do so without running afoul of the naturalistic worries associated with critics of traditional (‘intuitionist’) moral realism (e.g., Mackie 1977). Constructivism splits the difference, rendering moral facts objective, truth-apt, and subject to genuine disagreement, while remaining naturalistically respectable.\(^3\) Enoch (2011: 324) summarizes this motivation for the Kantian constructivist nicely:

Many people are suspicious about more robust, non-procedural forms of metanormative realism. They think that there are serious metaphysical and epistemological worries (and perhaps others as well) that make such realism highly implausible. Nevertheless, going shamelessly antirealist also has problems. We seem to be rather strongly committed, for instance, to there being correct and incorrect ways of answering moral (and more generally normative) questions, and moreover our moral

\(^3\) In addition to Enoch, see Shafer-Landau (2003), Tiffany (2006), Lenman and Shemmer (2012), and arguably Smith (1999) and Gibbard (1999) for this understanding of what motivates Kantian constructivism. Korsgaard (1996: 5) does cite something like naturalistic scruples as motivation in the preface to Sources (“the ethics of autonomy is the only one consistent with the metaphysics of the modern world”) but, as I will argue shortly, it’s not the central problem for which her constructivism is supposed to be a solution.
(and more generally normative) discourse purports to be rather strongly objective. Constructivism may be thought of as a way of securing goods realism (purportedly) delivers, for a more attractive price.

Constructivism’s claim to strike this balance is that it understands normative facts as determined by the outcome of a specified procedure, for example systematic scrutiny of one’s values or practical deliberation from the first-person point of view. More generally, it holds that normative facts are determined by what follows from occupying a certain (practical) standpoint. Thus, insofar as there is a fact of the matter about what follows, we can be wrong about our reasons, and they are in that sense objective. However, the standard for determining what they are—what does and what does not follow—involves no appeal to normativity beyond that which is implicitly involved in occupying the practical standpoint, something that we all recognize that we do.

The trouble with this way of motivating constructivism is that its naturalistic credentials appear to rely on characterizing the practical standpoint in such minimal terms that our occupying it is uncontroversial, but it is difficult to see how such a minimal characterization of the practical standpoint can provide the resources to meaningfully constrain the results. Though some Kantians remain optimistic, something like a consensus has emerged that from a theory of agency thin enough to be uncontroversial, nothing substantive can follow via a procedure of rational scrutiny.

This bleak assessment of the prospects for metaethical constructivism, however, relies on a misunderstanding of the question for which it’s an answer. Returning to The Sources of Normativity with this picture in mind, one is likely to be struck by Korsgaard’s lack of evident concern for “queerness,” or anything else metaphysical. Her concern is that reasons for action are reasons for agents, and cannot be understood as entities like any other.

---

4. For the former, see, e.g., Darwall, Gibbard, and Railton (1992) and Enoch (2011), who calls this version “canonical.” For the latter see Street (2012).

5. The dialectic that leads to this consensus begins with Enoch’s (2006) attack on the possibility of constitutivism. Ferrero (2009) defends the possibility of such constraint, generated by an understanding of a domain closed under its own characteristic activity. We thus arrive at a dilemma: constitutive constraint is possible only where it’s too minimal to ground substantive morality (Tiffany 2012; Schafer 2015; cf. Baiasu 2016).

6. Street’s (2006) Humean constructivism is arguably motivated by something like the theoretical desiderata laid out above; though her way into constructivism is via the epistemology of normative facts, she does appear to have something like these metaphysical concerns in mind. In my view Korsgaard offers a more compelling way into constructivism, and in what follows I will treat her arguments as characteristic. Insofar as Street’s epistemological concerns fall under the epistemic guise of what I call normative alienation below (§1.2), I suspect that she is ultimately closer to Korsgaard on this point than it sometimes appears.
1.2. Constructivism and Normative Alienation

In the canonical statement of Kantian constructivism, Korsgaard argues that more traditional forms of realism leave an explanatory gap between the normative facts and the agents for whom they are reasons. Realists allegedly hold that “we have normative concepts because we’ve spotted some normative entities, as it were wafting by” (1996: 44). The task for metaethical constructivism is to understand reasons for action and our capacity to act for reasons in such a way that their harmony is non-accidental: constructivism proposes to explain normative facts in a way that accounts for how they address us as agents and feature centrally in the exercise of practical reason.\(^7\)

The demand to understand reasons in the first place arises out of the fact that insofar as we occupy the practical standpoint, we rely on them:

Normative concepts exist because human beings have normative problems. And we have normative problems because we are self-conscious rational animals, capable of reflection about what we ought to believe and to do. (Korsgaard 1996: 46)

Simply ascribing to certain facts a special kind of property leaves mysterious why it should appear in our deliberation:

There are certain things that we ought to do and to want simply because they have the normative property that we ought to do or to want them (or perhaps I should say that they ought to be done or to be wanted). The synthesis between the oughtness and the action, or the agent and the oughtness—however that is supposed to go—cannot be explained. It is like a brute fact, except that it is at the same time an \textit{a priori} and necessary fact. (Korsgaard 2003a: 2)\(^8\)

Realists like Scanlon and Parfit resist the idea that there is anything to be explained. It simply is the nature of the property of rightness, goodness, ought-

---

\(^7\) Bagnoli (2016) makes a similar point in arguing that the ‘standard objection’ to Kantian constructivism rests on a mistaken understanding of its basic claim to explain the bindingness of reasons in terms of the activity of reasoning.


If it is just a fact that a certain action would be good, a fact that you might or might not apply in deliberation, then it seems to be an open question whether you should apply it. The model of applied knowledge does not correctly capture the relation between the normative standards to which action is subject and the deliberative process. And moral realism conceives ethics on the model of applied knowledge.
ness, or being a reason that insofar as we have the capacity for practical reason any bearer of the property is a fitting object for its exercise. One way to motivate the worry a bit more is to place it in the context of a more general concern one might have about theories of normativity: that part of the task for such a theory is to explain not only how it could be that any normative facts were true, but what they have to do with us. Korsgaard’s ‘normative problem’ is an instance of a more general anxiety felt by many philosophers, which I call a fear of normative alienation. The need to satisfy some version of this desideratum underlies many of the familiar challenges to traditional forms of normative realism.

The threat of normative alienation appears in different guises: that normative facts could fail to be motivating, that they could fail to be rationally authoritative, and that they could fail to be identifiable. The first of these is probably the most familiar, and associated with Williams’s (1979) ‘Humean’ challenge to motivational externalism about reasons. The thought is that it is a part of the very idea of something’s being a reason for one that it has the ability to motivate her.

The second and third guises of normative alienation are associated with metaethical constructivism. Constructivism explains the reasons we have in terms of the very capacity to recognize ourselves as having reasons, and to act on that basis. Further, constructivism explains why normative facts are knowable for agents in virtue of being agents: because it is the exercise of practical reason that determines what we have reason to do.

In each case we see a similar structure: an anxiety about the possibility that we could have reasons to which we were motivationally indifferent, reasons whose relevance to our activity of reflective self-determination was at best coincidental, or reasons of which we could in principle be systematically unaware. If it were possible for reasons to be like that, they would be totally estranged from us. These more local challenges to traditional moral realism are expressions of a concern for normative alienation: that morality cannot be alien to us.
This is the real problem for which Kantian constructivism provides an answer: morality is not so alien because it is ultimately explained by our capacity for practical self-determination. Moral reasons are reasons for us, reasons that rationally bind us, because they are grounded in our nature as practically rational creatures.

But what of the standard by which what I’ve called the ‘received view’ proposed to judge constructivism? In the decades since Korsgaard’s Tanner Lectures the metaethical terrain has shifted. Non-naturalist forms of realism have become increasingly quietist, or ‘non-ontological’, and their proponents today tend not to think that their views come with the kind of metaphysical consequences that threaten the modern scientific worldview. Meanwhile, increasingly sophisticated versions of expressivism claim to have recovered enough objectivity to say everything we want to say about normative facts. To the extent that expressivism and realism remain competitors, the stakes are less likely to be defined in terms of balancing naturalism and objectivity, as compared to theoretically sophisticated puzzles about natural language embedding and inference. This is not to suggest that there exists a consensus that these issues are no longer live, but I am happy to ally myself with those who claim to have moved past them, as should be all constructivists.\textsuperscript{13}

\textbf{1.3. Social Alienation}

There is another sort of alienation that should worry the metaethicist, which I call \textit{social alienation}. Much of morality involves getting a grip on each other, agent to agent. But a theory such as the Kantian constructivist’s, which pulls the require-

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{13} See Kremm and Schafer (2017) for a survey of quietist realists, expressivists who claim to have entitled themselves to treat normative claims as objective, and their convergence. Golub (2017) and Parfit (2016) argue that expressivism and realism need not be seen as conflicting. Further, the claims made by metaethical constructivism are ultimately orthogonal to these debates—as Hussain and Shah (2006; 2013) argue they will be compatible with any plausible semantics or metasemantics of normative terms. (I disagree that constructivism is therefore not a metaethical theory at all, but I think they are correct that it is compatible with a variety of realist and expressivist views.) Finally, Korsgaard (2003b: 188) herself suggests a similar kind of compatibility:

If constructivism is true, then normative concepts may after all be taken to refer to certain complex facts about the solutions to practical problems faced by self-conscious rational beings. Of course it is only viewed from the perspective of those who actually face those problems in question that these truths will appear normative. Viewed from outside of that perspective, those who utter these truths will appear to be simply expressing their values. Realism and expressivism are both true in their way.
\end{footnotesize}
ments of morality out of the practical standpoint of the self, runs the risk of erasing this distinctive grip, giving us at best an indirect way of recognizing other people. At least a part of morality is irreducibly social in that it is fundamentally constituted by relations that concrete persons stand in with one another, and in conceiving of agency in individualistic terms constructivism risks being unable to explain this sociality.

The threat of social alienation in metaethics has gone largely unrecognized, and I do not have the space here to develop the objection in any detail.\textsuperscript{14} However, we can see some of its intuitive force by beginning with a more familiar version of the same basic worry: the fear that virtue ethics turns morality into an exercise in self-improvement, that even in the realm of what we owe each other (justice, or \textit{dikaiosune}), all of the normative ‘oomph’ derives ultimately from the need to perfect oneself—to be excellent. As Wallace (2019: 46) puts it, “at the level at which normative requirements are explained, the interests of other people enter as occasions for the realization of virtue, rather than direct sources of requirements on the virtuous agent.” If this perfectionist gloss on virtue ethics is right it amounts to denying that we really do owe anything to one another in the first place.

Korsgaard herself glosses a similar objection to Gauthier’s ‘Hobbesian’ attempt to construct moral reasons, which are essentially public, out of reasons of self-interest, essentially private. She notes that:

If reasons \textit{were} essentially private, consistency would not force me to take your reasons into account. And even if it did, it would do it in the wrong way. It should show that I have an obligation \textit{to myself} to treat you in ways that respect the value which I place on you. It would show that I have duties with respect to you, about you, but not that there are things I owe \textit{to} you. (1996: 134)

In my view the real force of the objection comes from the implicit move from the normativity of first-person practical reason to the normativity of social relations. Korsgaard’s emphasis on the private/public distinction can obscure this, but the last sentence quoted above captures what is really at stake: there is a difference between having a duty that features another as part of its content, and having a duty \textit{owed to another}.

If I promise myself that I’ll smile at strangers more, my promise concerns a stranger walking by (whose presence triggers a smile), but is not owed to them: if I am feeling grouchy, I do not wrong the stranger by failing to smile (except perhaps by rudeness). I act wrongly \textit{vis-à-vis my promise to myself} in my conduct

\textsuperscript{14} For a more detailed discussion of the nature of social alienation see Samuel (2021).
concerning the stranger. An obligation genuinely owed to another is different: it is an opportunity to do right by another or to wrong them, not just to do right or wrong.

The technical term for this distinction is that some duties are directed. If one agent is under a duty directed toward another, the other enjoys a special standing as the holder of a right to the first’s performance. When an agent violates a directed duty she does not merely do something wrong but wrongs someone in particular: the one to whom the duty is owed. As Thompson (2004: 340) puts it, the one who is wronged is the victim and not merely the occasion of wrongdoing.

Directed duties are, if not coextensive with morality, at least an important part of it, and a key instance of the kind of sociality that I’m interested in. They reflect what Wallace (2019) calls the ‘moral nexus’ that joins concrete persons, equally real: a fundamentally social relation that cannot be explained in terms of arrangements of individual normativity. A particularly dramatic way for a theory of metaethics to fail, then, would be for it to render our moral requirements in terms that ultimately collapse back in on the self.

Along these lines Tarasenko-Struc argues that Korsgaard “embraces an egocentric conception of authority, on which we originally have the authority to obligate ourselves, whereas others only have the authority to obligate us because we grant it to them” (Tarasenko-Struc 2020: 77). Just as with the simplistic virtue theorist, all of the normative ‘oomph’ of directed obligations derives ultimately, on Korsgaard’s view, from the individual requirements of self-constitution. The core of Tarasenko-Struc’s argument is that Korsgaard needs a way to explain how an obligation that derives from an obligation to oneself will not turn out, on careful inspection, to be an obligation to oneself that merely concerns another, but her conception of the original authority of the self does not have the resources to do so.\(^{15}\)

---

15. He attributes to her a “transmission-of-authority principle,” according to which original authority to bind oneself can be transferred to another, and thereby used to generate an obligation, rather than exercised in generating a particular obligation (see (Korsgaard 2009: 189–91; cf. Tarasenko-Struc 2020: 85–87). The trouble with this approach isn’t that authority can never be genuinely transferred: if one party with authority—say, the president—appoints an official to oversee the activity of a third party, the third party will for all practical purposes answer directly to the official. But if the president appoints an official to oversee himself, on the authority of his own office, he can only ever appear to obey the official, for the moment the official issues an apparent command the president does not wish to follow, he can simply withdraw the grant of authority, proving the transfer to have been illusory all along. Compare United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 706–07 (1974), holding that the president cannot be permitted to determine the extent of his own executive privilege vis-à-vis a special prosecutor, at the risk of collapsing a limited privilege into an absolute immunity.

To voluntarily transfer one’s own authority over oneself to another there must be some way to ensure that, once transferred, the authority cannot be voluntarily withdrawn. Modeling the transfer of authority on the idea of a promise to oneself to obey another we won’t do, since it is charac-
More generally, Kantians like Korsgaard hold that morality involves relations of mutual accountability with other people, so one might think that Kantian has therefore dodged the threat of social alienation. But these relationships of accountability can supposedly be derived from the idea of the agent as self-legislator, rather than treating them as *sui generis*. There is widespread skepticism that this derivation can be carried off, but even if it can, in conceiving of relations of mutual accountability as mediated by more basic self-relations, the Kantian risks social alienation. Since Kantian constructivism was in the first instance an answer to how agents recognize moral reasons, it leaves us with only indirect ways of recognizing one another.

What’s important here is not whether this objection is successful exactly as I’ve sketched it, but that we can see it pointing toward a distinctive way of going wrong in metaethics: the possibility of what I have called social alienation. It is worth noting that Korsgaard explicitly has explanatory aims aligned with what I am suggesting, and indeed she holds that there is a role for sociality in, if not agency as such, at least its characteristic exercise: reflecting on essentially public reasons, responding to the call of another (here echoing the constitutive role of the hail—*Aufforderung*—in Fichte’s understanding of self-consciousness).

However, there are two reasons to doubt whether Korsgaard can accommodate a robust understanding of the sociality of morality: first, because it’s not clear that her theory of agency is up to the task of grounding the kind of sociality she appeals to in lecture 4.2 of *Sources*. Second, the sense in which agency is social for Korsgaard is, so to speak, inside-out: what it is to be an agent is to be such as to potentially stand in recognitive relations with others, if any others show up, because the reflective relation that one stands in to oneself as an agent (the ‘second-person within’, as she puts it in Korsgaard 2007) is generalizable. But for Fichte or Hegel agency is outside-in: being an agent requires already standing in recognitive relations with actual, concrete others. For Korsgaard the *Aufforderung*, and the recognition it presupposes, is constitutive of various nor-

eristic of promises that the promisee has the ability to release the promisor (this is why the idea of a promise to oneself is suspicious to begin with), and if we can find a different model on which a power to obligate oneself can be transferred, such that when done it cannot be voluntarily undone, we will still have to confront the worry that whatever it is that prevents it from being withdrawn will require an independent source of authority, one that finds no place in Korsgaard’s theory.

Supposing that a genuine, voluntary transfer of authority is possible on Korsgaard’s account, it will leave us with the unsatisfying asymmetry that others have only as much authority over us as we grant them is not much of an improvement over having obligations concerning others but owed to oneself. As Tarasenko-Struc concludes, with an analogy to the classic ‘problem of other minds,’ “just as a person’s wince might be thought to directly reveal that she is in pain, the fact of her pain may likewise be thought to directly make a claim on us, where the validity of this claim in no way depends on our having validated it or on our having granted her the authority to make claims on us more broadly” (2020: 88).
mative facts but not of agency itself. For Fichte, it is through the Aufforderung that we become agents.\(^\text{16}\)

I do not claim to have conclusively shown here that Korsgaard faces a problem of social alienation, nor that she lacks the resources to address it, either of which would require an article-length discussion on their own. Here I hope only to have given enough of a sense of what kind of problem social alienation presents to put pressure on Korsgaard (or any other constructivist) to consider it, and to have raised substantial doubt in her ability to meet it.\(^\text{17}\)

My suspicion—and for now it will have to remain merely a suspicion—is that something like this worry underlies much of the dissatisfaction with Kantian constructivism. As I noted above, the worry has not been explicitly addressed in these terms but I think it offers a plausible diagnosis. Even if the Kantian can establish that agency involves the lawlike form of the will’s exercise, some object, it simply cannot explain how anything recognizable as morality can follow from this alone, because agency, so understood, is a reflective self-relation, and morality involves relations with others. No amount of reflection can bring them into view in the right way if they are not there already.

\textbf{1.4. The Dilemma}

Those moved by the worry about normative alienation tend to gravitate toward more agent-centered approaches to metaethics (constructivism, subjectivism, Humeanism). If the problem is that normativity could be too distant from agency, the solution is to bring it closer. But doing so risks obscuring the social relations

\(^\text{16}\). See especially Fichte (1797/2000: 35) and see McNulty (2016) for more discussion.

\(^\text{17}\). To the extent that Korsgaard does turn out to have the explanatory resources to take sociability seriously then what follows can be seen as an elaboration on a social reading of Korsgaardian agency. There is a historical analogue in the relationship between Hegel and Kant: some interpreters take Hegel to be going beyond Kant while others take him to be working out in greater detail and explicitness a sociability that is already there in Kant, albeit less obviously—see, e.g., Kant (1781/1787/1999: A739/B767): “The very existence of reason depends upon this freedom, which has no dictatorial authority, but whose claim is never anything more than the agreement of free citizens, each of whom must be able to express his reservations, indeed even his veto, without holding back,” and compare Westphal (2005; 2007), who argues that Hegel more or less accepts Kant’s conception of autonomy and his constructivist approach to deriving morality from it but develops the view further.

In particular, according to Westphal, sociability is important for Hegel because he wants to provide an anthropology that is missing in Kant—one that, by Kant’s own lights, is required to fix the content of particular duties and obligations, and which centrally features historically contingent social formations and institutions. Westphal’s reading of Hegel is in significant tension with my proposal here in a number of ways that are outside the scope of this paper, but one could more or less accept Westphal’s account of the relationship between Kant and Hegel on this point and find the positive view I elaborate in §3.3 congenial.
that constitute morality’s core. The problem of social alienation suggests taking a more subject-centered approach to metaethics, one that emphasizes, in its explanation of normativity, those with whom morality is principally concerned. The problem of social alienation is relatively easy to address for a realist: facts about relations between agents and subjects, or facts about subjects themselves, are the normative facts that there really are. But a realist, subject-centered account will have difficulty explaining how reasons are reasons for agents.

Constructivists hold that the best way to explain the tight connection between morality and the agents it binds is to think of morality itself as arising from agency. Thus, a constructivist theory will need to include both of the following components:

[1] An account of the practical standpoint (generically, agency, though Humeans tend not to use the term)

[2] An account of the determining/grounding/explanatory relation between [1] and a normative order (i.e., morality, or, as in Rawl’s canonical constructivist theory, the framework for a just political order)

Kantian constructivism conceives of the practical standpoint in terms of the law-like form of the will, and its relation to morality as entailment: a particular moral order is determinately generated by explicating what follows from occupying the practical standpoint. But like other metaethical accounts that center the individual agent, constructivists typically limit themselves to bringing others into view indirectly (as a consequence of accepting universal prescriptions, or as the content of a valuing attitude, for example).

To navigate the demands imposed by worries about both kinds of alienation, constructivists will need to both maintain the focus on agency as the source of normativity and conceive of agency in such a way that it relates us to others in the right way. Given the schematic explanatory strategy above, one might expect that the best way to do this would be to go looking for a different theory of agency—the first component in the schema—that builds sociality in from the beginning. The hope would be that such a theory of agency, when used to explain morality (the second component in the schema above), would have a chance of making sense of how the irreducible sociality of ethical life is possible. That way the sociality the constructivist needs to explain will, in some (perhaps abstract) form, have already been accounted for as a part of morality’s foundation.

In other words, if the moral nexus between persons, as a formal matter, is a part of what it is to be the kind of creature whose capacity for reflective self-determination explains the reasons by which it is bound, then it will be no mys-
tery when those reasons turn out to be explained partly by the concrete social relations that creature stands in.\footnote{I include the hedges “abstract” and “as a formal matter” because, as we will see in §3.1, there are obvious problems associated with treating a morally substantive form of sociality as foundational to agency.}

Inspired by Fichte and Hegel, who are animated by a similar concern with Kant’s moral philosophy, it’s this suggestion I now want to develop. Rather than appealing to law as the constitutive form of agency, my proposal appeals to mutual recognition of agents with one another, insofar as they are agents. I will call this the post-Kantian theory of agency. In the next section I elaborate this theory of agency, which is better suited than Korsgaard’s to address the social problem of alienation, and in §3 I return to the broader question of how to explain morality based on a theory of agency alone, to see what a constructivist can do with post-Kantian agency.

2. Mutual Recognition

Like the Kantian, the post-Kantian takes agency to be the activity of acting reflectively on the basis of considerations that one endorses as reasons. But unlike the Kantian, the post-Kantian holds that a creature cannot engage in the activity of agency alone. Being an agent requires standing in mutually recognitive relations with other agents: to be an agent is to be and to understand oneself as one among many. This key insight of post-Kantian philosophers like Fichte and Hegel offers a way forward for constructivism. In this section I will try to bring the basic idea into view, and in §3 I will work through the implications of accepting it.\footnote{Here I will be preoccupied with offering a sense of what post-Kantian agency might look like, on the grounds that it has an important theoretical role to play as discussed in §1, and I will not have the space to argue for it on the merits. For various conceptions of mutual recognition associated with Fichte and Hegel, and arguments to the effect that it is an essential feature of self-consciousness and human agency, see Fichte (1797), Hegel (1807), Neuhouser (1986), Wood (1990), Franks (1996), Pinkard (1994), Honneth (1996), Brandom (2007), Pippin (2008), Schmidt am Busch and Zurn (2009), Clarke (2009), McNulty (2016), Brandom (2019). Darwall (1977) and Scanlon (1998) use a different, more morally substantive sense of ‘mutual recognition’. But see Wretzel (2020) and Ostritsch (2020), who argue in different ways that it is a mistake to classify Hegel as a metaethical constructivist. My aim here is not to get Hegel right so much as to propose a metaethics inspired by (a certain reading of) Hegel, which can do important metaethical work.}

Mutual recognition has historically been understood in a number of different ways. We do not need to settle on a single conception of mutual recognition to see the general direction of the post-Kantian view, and to appreciate its potential virtues as an amendment to Kantian constructivism. But it will be helpful to consider how a mutual recognition theorist might answer what I take to the be
three key questions facing any account of mutual recognition: what it is to recognize another; what, if anything, is the ‘content’ of recognition (i.e., what do we recognize another as); and how we should understand the mutuality of mutual recognition. I address each of these questions in turn, in the process illustrating what a mutual recognition-based theory of agency can look like.

One note of clarification: the picture I am about to reconstruct is originally of what is involved in self-consciousness, and not specifically agency. In the German idealist tradition agency is understood as the capacity for action, which is differentiated from mere behavior by the presence of self-consciousness. Inclinations become potential reasons when we become reflectively self-aware, just as appearances become potential judgements. In other words, mere animal locomotion and mere animal perception are transformed, respectively, into action and experience through the awakening to oneself that makes a creature self-conscious.20 As Rödl (2007: 105) puts it, “It is the principle thought of German Idealism that self-consciousness, freedom, and reason are one.”

2.1. What Is It to Recognize Another?

Recognition is a normative attitude. It is an attitude in the sense of a position, posture, or stance: an orientation with respect to something. In other words, recognition is not just a special kind of belief or desire, but a more general way of being-toward its object.21 As Wittgenstein (1953: iv.22) famously says, “My attitude towards [a friend] is an attitude towards a soul. I am not of the opinion that he has a soul.”

It is a normative attitude in that it is a distinctively practical kind of orientation, one that manifests in acting toward its object as having a certain kind of practical significance. In characterizing normative attitudes this way, I do not mean to deny that they are cognitive. Though they are in the first instance practical, insofar as normative attitudes at least implicitly classify their objects as significant in a particular way they have an implicit conceptual structure.22

---

20. See Boyle (2012). One can find this view as well in a reading of Aristotle’s De Anima.
21. This terminological choice serves several purposes. First, the term is vague enough that in defining it the way I am about to I will not be competing with long-standing associations. Second, it has a few intended secondary meanings that support the use I plan to make of it: the attitude of an airplane in the air—i.e., its orientation in space—and the attitude that one displays to others, by a look, a gesture, an expression. The attitude of recognition involves both orienting oneself in normative space (that is, orienting oneself with respect to the reasons there are; the normatively significant features of one’s world; the practices, institutions, and social formations that compose a distinctive form of ethical life), and one’s outward-looking, social face: that which we show to others.
22. Compare Dennett’s (1987) notion of the ‘intentional stance’ or Langton’s (1997) discussion of ‘treating someone as a person’. An important sense in which the attitude of recognition is like a
The key features of recognition are that it:

1. features in or structures practical deliberation;
2. manifests in patterns of behavior and other forms of embodiment;
3. attributes a status to its object; and
4. can be made explicit in judgment, but is not necessarily so.

In general it is natural to use “recognition” in this sense when we speak of recognizing the authority of a person or institution, or recognizing a right or claim as binding or legitimate. What we recognize is not a fact, a property, or an object, though of course, we do in some sense recognize an object under an aspect, or as-of-a-kind. But even insofar as what we recognize is an object under an aspect, the aspect under which we recognize it is not a descriptive property, but a status, a normative significance. Thus, accordingly, to recognize something as authoritative is centrally be disposed to treat it in a certain way, to practically orient oneself with respect to it in light of this normative significance, to deliberate accordingly, and not necessarily to explicitly judge that it is authoritative.

Consider the example of recognizing something as holy. To recognize an object as holy might be to use it in certain rituals, to handle it with greater care, or to stay away entirely. Recognition of holiness is also embodied in ways beyond treating something as holy in deliberating and acting with respect to it: recognition of holiness is embodied in experiencing anxiety when the holy object is mishandled or at risk of damage, in feeling calm or awe in its presence (as appropriate), in having the bodily skill required to treat it as holy, in holding oneself in a certain posture in its presence, and in being habituated to a set of ritual practices.

Such recognition is typically accompanied by the belief that the object is holy, but the recognition of its holiness is neither equivalent to nor exhausted by having the corresponding belief: such recognition is in fact consistent with never making explicit to oneself the belief that the object is holy—one could even lack competence with the concept of holiness, or, in peculiar cases, explicitly deny that the object is holy while nonetheless consistently treating it as holy. Rec-
recognizing something as holy is, thus, an overall practical orientation toward it as something holy, and not identical to the mere belief in the object’s holiness.

2.2. What Do We Recognize the Other As?

Insofar as recognizing another classifies them a certain way, granting them at least an implicit, practical significance, it has a particular content. In a case where recognition never rises to the level of explicit judgment there is nonetheless some concept in the offing that gives unity to the behavioral manifestations of recognition, a concept that would feature in a judgment making the recognition explicit. When we recognize another, in the sense relevant to post-Kantian agency, we recognize them as something.

Mutual recognition, however, does not classify its object as having a merely normative significance, like the significance of holiness, which demands a certain discrete pattern of treatment. Rather, mutual recognition classifies its object, the other mutual recognizer, as a recognizer, thereby granting it a metanormative significance. It classifies the other as something that can attribute normative significance. In other words, to recognize another as a recognizer is to recognize that its relationship with its environment is significance-granting.

If I recognize you as a recognizer of the holy, and I see you handling an unfamiliar object gingerly, using it to perform an unfamiliar ritual, I will recognize what you are doing as treating it as holy, and I will think ‘ah, there appears to be a holy thing that I missed’, and then go on to treat it as holy myself. Of course, I may come to disagree—I didn’t miss the object’s holiness, it is you who are confused. But in recognizing you as a recognizer of the holy I am at least defeasibly disposed to treat as holy that which I see you treat as holy. I treat you as an authority in matters of holiness, though perhaps an imperfect one.

One might worry that this is simply not plausible. To borrow Anscombe’s famous example, if I see someone I recognize as a recognizer of holy things treating a saucer of mud as holy, I may not be the least bit inclined to wonder whether the saucer of mud is, after all, holy—not even defeasibly. This intuition is understandable but misguided. If one could truly witness such a performance and remain entirely unmoved, this would reveal that one did not, after all, recognize the worshipper as a recognizer of the holy, or that if one had at one point done so, the performance was so implausible that it jeopardized the conative states, where the former are motivationally inert, recognition is not a cognitive state in that sense, though does have a kind of cognitive content, as recognizing something as-of-a-kind at least implicitly attributes to it a particular significance (e.g., the significance of legitimacy).
recognition. That’s what it means to recognize someone as a recognizer, in the relevant sense.\textsuperscript{25}

This helps to explain why I have not opted for the more familiar suggestion that the ur-ethical relation is the (mutual, perhaps) recognition of another’s *humanity*. The idea of recognizing the humanity in another has a long history of being drafted into doing serious moral work, and it might have seemed like a natural one to reach for here: part of what I’m suggesting is that the kind of sociality that shows up later in the Kantian story—often as the formula of humanity—ought to be promoted to a more foundational role in our understanding of agency.\textsuperscript{26} Thus one might simply propose that recognition of the humanity of others is itself constitutive of agency, rather than something that follows from and depends on being an agent, the constitutivist account of which makes no reference to the humanity of the other.

But if we understand by “humanity” something like holiness—a normative significance that demands a pattern of special treatment—it will require at once too much and too little of the ur-agents recognizing it. It requires too much because on the most natural sense of the term, and the one that tends to be presumed when it is relied on to help answer first-order moral questions, it builds too much into the constitutive constraints on agency.\textsuperscript{27} It requires too little

\textsuperscript{25} What makes the example of holiness both helpful for my larger purposes and slightly harder to grasp is that recognition of holy things only makes sense in the context of a religious community. A Jew may recognize a Catholic priest as a recognizer of the holy-according-to-Catholicism, but (setting aside syncretism) not of a recognizer of the actually holy, because a Jew and Catholic priest will fundamentally disagree about what things are holy. Someone who does not recognize anyone as a recognizer of the holy—an atheist—might be especially inclined toward the skeptical intuition, whereas a devout Catholic, upon seeing a Catholic priest treating a saucer of mud as a holy thing, might wonder if it was the product of holy water mixed with dirt—a new kind of ritual. Similarly, a Hindu might infer that it was sacred because it was from the bank of the Ganges, or a member of a Shaivite sect might infer that it was water mixed not with dirt but with sacred ash. Where it is inscrutable that mud could be sacred, a background worldview is operative—one in which it would be surprising to begin with to recognize as a recognizer of the holy someone who saw things so differently.

But in a context where someone genuinely recognizes another as a (competent, reliable) recognizer of the holy—as an authority on what things are and what things are not holy—from within a shared theological standpoint, seeing that person treat a saucer of mud as holy would be enough to at least defeasibly consider that the saucer of mud was holy, or to question one’s estimation of the others’ recognitional capacities to begin with. This is perhaps easier to see with a more prosaic example, like recognizing someone as a recognizer of cedar waxwings: if they point to a bird and say “that’s a cedar waxwing,” one will be inclined to infer that the bird is a cedar waxwing, or to think to oneself, I thought this person knew what a cedar waxwing was, but clearly they don’t after all because that’s a titmouse! But the example is deficient in other respects, in that the concept of a cedar waxwing is not directly practical in the way that holiness is, and it does not wear its normativity quite as much on its face.

\textsuperscript{26} See §1.3.

\textsuperscript{27} Conversely, it’s not clear that when the concept of humanity is recruited to do substantive moral work it is up to the task. Historically it is not uncommon to find those who, like early
because it does not deliver the mutuality we have been chasing, or if it does, it does so at best coincidentally. My recognition of another’s humanity need not have anything to do with their recognition of mine.

Now, it’s possible that the sense of ‘humanity’ in use in Kant’s *Groundwork* may be better understood as a metanormative significance like that of a recognizer—in respecting the humanity in others, Kant commands us to act in light of the recognition that others are reflective, self-determining agents like ourselves, capable of changing the normative significance of the objects of their own wills by taking them to have different normative significance. This would bring the Kantian story closer in line with the recognition I have in mind.

However, even stipulating that to recognize another as human involves something like recognizing them as a recognizer, that won’t be enough to render the mutuality of mutual recognition more than coincidental. For mutual recognition to be a relation that plausibly plays a role in getting agency up and running—in explaining our own reflective relations with ourselves—it must be a relation through which we are awakened to ourselves as individuals, a relation that is bound up with our capacity to recognize ourselves. If you appear to recognize something as holy but it doesn’t seem holy to me, that makes you a defective recognizer of holiness, nothing more (necessarily) than an instrument that delivers occasional false positives. That won’t be enough to force open a space between my immediate judgments of holiness and my reflective role as an arbiter of such judgments. What generates our capacity to achieve reflective distance from ourselves, according to the post-Kantian view, is the distinctive kind of pushback we get from another we recognize as a recognizer of recognizers, and as recognizing ourselves.

This gets to the fundamental disagreement between the Kantian and post-Kantian conceptions of reflective self-consciousness: the Kantian thinks that one can first achieve reflective distance from one’s own inclinations, and then take oneself to be a recognizer of recognizers, thereby attributing that same power to others, without first coming to recognize oneself as recognized by a recognizer like oneself. The post-Kantian insists that reflective distance in the first place presupposes the kind of distinctively normative pushback one gets from others with whom one stands in mutually recognitive relations, not just the kind one gets from a malfunctioning recognition machine. On the post-Kantian view we are awakened to ourselves, and thus achieve reflective distance from our own inclinations, by recognizing that we are being recognized, and thus recognizing the other reciprocally.

American Jesuits baptizing those they enslaved, recognized others as human in the context of great injustice. Cf. Manne (2016). This is not a kind of work I expect mutual recognition to do (see §3).

29. In Korsgaard this appears under the guise of the ‘second-person within’—see §1.3.
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2.3. On Sui Generis Mutuality

Thus far we have considered the ‘recognition’ component of mutual recognition, and asked what we recognize each other as. In what sense must this recognition be mutual? If we are awakened to ourselves through recognizing others as recognizing us, doing so cannot simply be a matter of both recognizing each other symmetrically; there must be mutual recognition of the fact that we have recognized each other.

Consider a variation on John Perry’s famous case of the shopper, who, both leaving a trail of sugar behind himself and searching for the person spilling sugar all over the store, eventually sees himself in a mirror and takes himself to be looking at “the messy shopper going up the aisle on the other side,” unaware that it is himself that he sees (Perry 1979: 12). Similarly, I might spy, across Schenley Park, one of my friends, apparently looking not at me but into a restaurant. She notices me in the reflection of the window, but because of the reflection’s angle cannot see that I’m looking at her. We both recognize each other, but neither of us is aware of being recognized.

Our symmetrical recognition does not constitute the shared experience of one another that characterizes properly mutual recognition. Properly mutual recognition, as opposed to merely symmetrical recognition is (forgive me!) shared, not paired. Mutual recognition cannot be constructed by stacking individual recognitive states one on top of the other, because it is essentially self-conscious of its own mutuality. The kind of recognition we are after is not just a matter of both parties having matched recognitional attitudes towards one another, but a matter of standing in a mutually recognitive relation.

The implicit conceptual or propositional content is not just that another is a human, a person, an equal—mutual recognition places the other with respect to oneself. Each of us does not only recognize what the other is like but also how they stand to us and thereby we to them. They are not (only) the content of our awareness: they share with us a recognitional nexus. Not every experience of another has this structure, but it is a structure that a satisfying picture of agency as a socially embedded phenomenon must have room for. A central part of how we understand ourselves is as among others.

30. Some of the material from here until the end of the present subsection appears, in some cases verbatim, in Samuel (2021).

31. Even though it is not the structure of every experience of another, it is perhaps the structure of paradigmatic moral relationships: the most fully realized form of self-other relation. At the least it is one important form relating to others can take. Setiya (in press) and Korsgaard (2018) argue for different reasons that important moral relationships are often asymmetrically recognitive, Setiya in the case of love and Korsgaard in the case of non-human animals. What I say here is intended to be consistent with both.
One’s practical relation to another and the other’s practical relation to one are not independent but two ways of specifying the same self-consciousness relation-to-other. Consider the shared experience of a sunset. Two friends are looking at a sunset together. What’s happening is more than that one is looking at the sunset and the other is also looking at the sunset. It is part of the experience for each that it is shared; it is an experience of looking at a sunset with a friend. But this in turn is not just a matter of one having an experience that includes in its content the fact that another person is also having that experience. The experience is of looking at a sunset with another who is also having the experience of looking at a sunset together.

Recognition is thus not the apprehension of a fact about another but a fact about us, the apprehension of which partially constitutes its object. When one experiences a mutually recognitive interaction with another there are not two symmetrical recognitional states but a single, shared experience of recognition, in which one’s recognition of another is a part of the other’s recognition of them, and vice versa.

2.4. Mutual Recognition and Alienation

We are now in a position to understand the foregoing not as the logical construction of mutual recognition, but as its reconstruction. In other words, mutual recognition is not the product of adding layer on top of layer of normative attitudes, but it can nevertheless be explicated partly by decomposing it into these elements. In doing so, we do not see the ingredients that, when combined, yield a mutually recognitive relation, but the key aspects of a relation that is by its nature sui generis.

I’ve introduced this picture of mutual recognition as a plausible candidate for a theory of agency, on the hypothesis that it might give the constructivist a way to chart a course between our two forms of alienation. But if mutual recognition is our picture of agency, don’t we encounter a puzzle: to be an agent must we be mutually recognized as one?

This apparent paradox—that we must recognize one another as agents in order to be agents—is meant to be virtuously circular. The idea is not that we

---

32. This discussion draws on Velleman (2013).
33. There is an echo here of what is sometimes called “Hume’s circle” wherein one cannot make a promise without using the concept of promising, and thus the term is partially constituted by the practice to which it refers, and the practice presupposes the use of the term (see Anscombe 1978). The common feature of the two cases is a state of affairs (a promissory obligation between two parties, a recognitional nexus) that is partially constituted by the fact that those involved are aware of it.
assemble these relations piece by piece, but rather that by the time we are capable of reflecting on our own reflective capacities we find that we already implicitly recognized one another. However it is that the process happens, once we achieve full-blown agency—the capacity to achieve reflective distance from our inclinations, to see them as (potential) reasons for action—we find ourselves as each one agent among many.34

To recognize others as standing in this relation to one involves granting them the authority to interpret, grant significance to, and determine one’s actions, and, conversely, recognizing their behavior as action like our own, which depends on our recognition in the same way that our action depends on theirs.35 Agents, as such, recognize other agents as co-constitutors of a shared space of reasons, as co-determiners of the norms that structure a shared practical reality (what Hegel calls ‘ethical life’—Sittlichkeit). We orient ourselves in normative space with respect to one another as poles of authority. Mutual recognition thus structures all of our practical possibilities, and not just our deliberation and action with respect to a certain object.

Conceiving of agency in terms of mutual recognition puts us in a position to resolve the tension between the demands of normative and social alienation. It addresses social alienation by placing sociality at the ground floor of agency, so that self-conscious relations with others are not something that a constructivist theory will need to go on and explain. As I will argue in the next section, when appealed to in the first phase of a constructivist metaethical theory it will provide the resources to address normative alienation by explaining how the normative order produced by the constructivist theory is properly connected to the capacity we have as agents to respond to it.

### 3. Hegelian Constructivism

I argued in §1.3 that drawing morality closer to individual agency trades off against vindicating the fundamental moral significance of social relations, and in §2 I elaborated a social theory of agency that provides the resources to explain the significance of social relations to agency itself. A natural thought might be to

---

34. Perhaps, as McDowell (1994) suggests, our eyes are ‘opened to the space of reasons’ by our upbringing, or, per Wittgenstein (1969: ¶141), light dawns gradually over the whole. Importantly, as Brandom clarifies, the necessity of mutual recognition is retrospective:

The question is not “Why did we (have to) become self-conscious?” but “Why is that achievement both an essentially social one (requiring reciprocal recognition) and why is it essentially a normative status that is achieved?” (Brandom 2022: 742).

35. This authority-granting could be understood in terms of ‘deontic scorekeeping’; see Brandom (1994) and Lewis (1979).
try to tell the same kind of story about how agency so conceived entails a moral order with social relations at its core.

3.1. Deriving Morality from Mutual Recognition?

If being an agent already involves implicitly recognizing others as having some basic authority to co-constitute a shared form of life it plausibly follows that we owe them some basic form of respect, from which a recognizably moral order could perhaps be derived. This is the general shape of a view like Darwall’s, though he identifies his view as ‘contractualist’ rather than ‘constructivist.’ His conception of the second-person standpoint (that occupied by every agent as a condition on their freedom, and characterized by a circle of interdefinable notions of accountability, authority, and recognition) plays the role of the first component of a constructivist theory elaborated in §1.4: an account of the practical standpoint. His claim that occupying that standpoint “commits us . . . to the equal dignity of free and rational persons,” (2006: 23) and that “those [second-personal reasons] connected to moral obligation and the equal dignity of persons are what we are committed to whenever we relate to one another second-personally at all,” (2006: 11) functions as the second component: an account of the determining/grounding/explanatory relation between [1] and a normative order. In other words, according to Darwall, to be the kind of creatures we are we must stand in mutually recognitive relations with others, from which it follows that we must respect their equal dignity, which is the substantive basis for modern liberal morality.

Darwall attributes the first claim to Fichte, so the sake of convenience I will refer to any theory that appeals to post-Kantian agency and what it entails as Fichtean constructivism. I do not take the following concerns to be decisive, and for all I’ve said the core argument of this paper could be construed as offering support for Darwall’s project, with which I have considerable sympathy. However, I am not persuaded that Fichtean constructivism is the way forward. While adopting the post-Kantian theory of agency addresses the dilemma I discussed in §1, in relying on the same strategy as the Kantian for grounding morality in agency it risks inheriting some of the Kantian’s other problems.

As I suggested above, much of the skepticism philosophers have regarding the Kantian constructivist project may reflect an implicit concern with what I’m calling social alienation: that morality involves others in a way that agency as self-legislation cannot explain. However, Kantian constructivism faces a number of powerful objections that target its broader explanatory strategy, rather than the details of its account of agency. Broadly speaking, the worry is that in placing on a theory of agency the explanatory burden of accounting for the determinate content of a normative order it stretches its explanatory resources too thin. The
worry I want to deal with here is that this objection will apply to any constructivism, no matter its theory of agency.

This skepticism is anticipated by Hegel, in his infamous ‘empty formalism’ objection to Kant (see Hegel 1821: §135). Street (2012) echoes Hegel in arguing that, setting aside the various moves in Korsgaard’s ‘regress argument’, pure practical reason is just not well-suited to deliver anything so concrete as a substantive morality. If the worry about social alienation targets the Kantian’s account of agency ([1] in the schema above), the empty formalism objection and its more recent descendants target the Kantian account of how agency is related to morality [2]: that the latter is entailed by the former. Call this a deductive account of the agency-morality relation.36

3.2. Developmental Constructivism

Before I elaborate the alternative, developmental account of the agency-normativity relation, it will help orient the discussion to keep in mind the possible combinations introduced by contemplating, for [1], the two conceptions of agency (viz. individualistic and social) and for [2], the two accounts of the agency-normativity relation I plan to distinguish:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individualistic agency</th>
<th>Social agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deductive Constructivism</td>
<td>Kantian (Korsgaard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental Constructivism</td>
<td>Humean (Street)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

36. The use of “deductive” and the contrast with “developmental” below I borrow from Pippin (2008: ch. 4); cf. Walden (2018b), who distinguishes practical reason as such (which is ‘empty’) from practical reason as realized concretely and contingently in relation to a “background framework.” My proposal is partly inspired by an earlier draft of Walden’s paper that circulated in advance of the 2013 Madison Metaethics Workshop, and which involved a discussion of Hegel that does not appear in the published version.

One might worry that the term ‘deductive’ is misleading or imprecise: the explanatory strategy reflected in the regress argument is not literally to deduce individual moral requirements from pure practical reason through, say, a Gentzen-style calculus. What Pippin means to invoke is that for Korsgaard we are committed to a determinate moral order in virtue of our use of practical reason as such — specific requirements are entailed by our status as agents — whereas for Pippin’s Hegel practical reason must, as I describe in §3.2, develop into a historically-conditioned social formation in order to deliver any determinate requirements.

37. It may not be obvious why I’m attributing to Street a developmental account of the agency-normativity relationship, beyond that I have cited her for a version of the “empty formalism” objection to Korsgaard’s deductive approach, and it is admittedly controversial. I will say more to defend this classification a bit later in this section.
Deductive constructivist theories, like the Kantian and Fichtean, hold that determinate normative facts can be derived from an account of agency. A more modest way to conceive of the agency-normativity relation is in developmental terms: that agency develops into or is actualized in ways of being an agent that are not entailed by the formal features of abstract agency, but which nevertheless count as ways of being an agent only insofar as they realize the abstract form.

An example of a developmental relation of this kind might be found in the explanation a capacity offers for its actualization: my speaking English is (at least partly) explained by my capacity for language-use, a capacity that might have been actualized in—developed into—my speaking Spanish or Mandarin, in different socio-historical conditions. For a closer, though perhaps less obvious comparison, consider Kant’s claim in the Doctrine of Right that pre-political rights are merely provisional, and the ‘universal principle of right’ requires us to bring about a civil condition wherein an authority exists to make those rights fully determinate and enforceable.\(^{38}\) At some level of abstraction the same idea is at the core of St. Thomas Aquinas’s legal philosophy, where it appears as the ‘determinatio’ principle. Natural law requires a determinate rule in some domain, but positive law is required to make a rule determinate. This is because the general principle can be realized in any number of different fully determinate and adjudicable rules, and as far as natural law is concerned there is no one in particular that exclusively expresses justice.\(^{39}\)

What Kantian provisional right and the Thomist determinatio have in common is that they propose a normatively fundamental level at which a nascent but indeterminate and provisional normative order is established, to be realized concretely in a set of practices, norms, relationships, and institutions. Exactly how a rightful society is to be ordered is not laid out by abstract right or natural law as such, providing for a deductive pathway from first principles to determinate answers in specific cases, but neither do reasons depend purely on individual desires or whims: the reasons a person has are grounded (at least partly) in the form of social life they participate in, and such reasons would be unavailable—or indeterminate, which comes to the same—in abstraction from it. Someone living in a rightful condition who wants to reform the scheme of property rights may legitimately do so, but so long as the extant scheme is within the range of what the Universal Principle of Right requires, they cannot simply ignore it and govern their behavior according to a scheme they take to be better.

Of course, neither Kantian provisional right nor the Thomist determinatio is a developmental constructivist theory in the sense that I’m after—they both

---

38. See, e.g., Kant (1797/1996: 6:256, 311), and see generally Ripstein (2009). See also Hasan and Stone (2022) for a discussion of the relationship between positive law and the universal principle of right, which is especially friendly to my approach here.

begin with normative concepts or principles that are themselves unconstructed, and then propose a developmental process by which those concepts or principles are realized within a particular domain. They could, however, be understood as examples of what Street (2008) calls ‘restricted’ constructivist theories, which determine the normative facts within a specific domain, on the basis of some set of ‘grounding’ normative judgments that are not constructed.40

In tracing the movement from the restricted developmental constructivism of Kantian provisional right and the Thomist determinatio, to the unrestricted developmental constructivism of the Hegelian, we can look to Street’s own approach. She holds that the content of the practical standpoint is supplied from without—in the first instance, by an agent’s normative attitudes, but these in turn have a causal-historical basis—and that what it is to be an agent is to be a particular, concrete agent, essentially embedded in an evolutionarily, socially, historically conditioned context. To be an agent is to be a realization of abstract agency, which develops into different concrete forms in different human creatures as their evaluative attitudes are systematized.

The process by which the grounds of construction determine normative facts is deductive in the sense that the procedure of scrutiny involves applying logical inference rules, but given the wide scope of the normative requirements of consistency the resulting set of normative facts is not determined by the procedure. Rather, there are any number of different ways a given creature can realize Humean agency by developing the abstract form of Humean agency—rationally coherent normative judgments—into a concrete set of reasons (or correct normative judgments, as the case may be). Street herself does not have the deductive/developmental distinction in view, but the contingency, path dependency, and historical nature of individual agency on her view are the hallmarks of developmental constructivism.

The Hegelian view is that mutually recognitive social relations as such, like the standpoint of a valuing creature as such, have no particular content, and do not determinately establish the social formations in which they are realized; rather, mutual recognition develops into different concrete forms of social life, which in turn provide the actual content required to fix the normative facts.

Recall from §2.4 that mutual recognition involves recognizing another as the co-constitutor of the normative scheme that informs a way of life. The claim, then, is that we do not plug this foundational status into a procedure of scrutiny that lays out by a series of implications the answers to questions about rights and

---

40. Kantian provisional right might actually be a restricted constructivist theory of positive law that begins with a principle grounded in turn in a constructivist moral theory, depending on how one understands the relationship between the *Metaphysics of Morals* and the *Groundwork*, but it’s not important for my purposes.
duties and so on, but look instead to how it is realized in concrete social formations, and to what rights and duties are bound up in those. In other words, we do not stand in bare recognitional relations with others—not as a constitutive feature of agency nor as a separate matter—but we do, necessarily, stand in some recognitional relations of particular kinds, kinds given their texture from the forms of life in which they, in turn, are embedded.

We recognize one another as friends and family members, as colleagues and co-citizens, as church members and sports fans and as participants in shared projects. And, as importantly, we recognize ourselves as friends and family members, as colleagues and co-citizens, as church members and sports fans and as participants in shared projects. And we do so through being recognized by others. To pick at one of the less immediately plausible examples: I may privately enjoy Taylor Swift or K-Pop, but I’m not a part of the ‘Swiftie’ or K-Pop community if no one else in the community knows that I am. If I prefer to keep to myself and enjoy Taylor Swift or K-Pop on my own, that’s fine—not everything I do, not every part of how I understand myself—is mediated by the recognition of others (or at least not directly). But a lot of it is, and the Hegelian thought is that I can’t be an agent at all without being bound up in some recognitive communities: even my private enjoyment of Taylor Swift presupposes my involvement in recognitive communities at some level of generality: linguistic, political, economic, etc., if not anything more specific.

This suggestion echoes Korsgaard’s use of the ‘practical identity,’ here seen not (just) as a conception of oneself through which one deliberates, but as a conception of oneself through which one understands oneself among others, and as understood by them. Some if not all of one’s practical identities make essential reference to involvement in shared projects or practices, membership in communities, and so on. They are given their determinate content in virtue of being situated within networks of recognitive relations, which, in turn, bear the traces of their own peculiar histories, rather than being derivable in full from first principles.

On this much Korsgaard would presumably agree, though it would not play the same role in her theory.41 Where the Hegelian story departs from Korsgaard’s

41. Westphal (2007: 25), in adapting Neuhouser (2000) to the context of distinguishing Hegelian and Kantian constructivism, makes a similar point, though without the emphasis on mutual recognition:

Individual roles form a social basis for developing the concrete practical identities of individual persons, as each of us comes to adopt, fulfill, adapt and modify various social roles. This is to say: These social practices and individual roles provide for a special and distinctly Modern kind of social freedom, namely the freedom to develop one’s own concrete practical identity in and through one’s organically articulated society.
is in the relationship between more local, bounded practical identities, like fandom or family, and more general practical identities, like humanity or personhood. For Korsgaard it follows deductively from having any practical identity at all that one has the practical identity of humanity, from which it follows in turn that one must respect the humanity in others, and this is the source of our moral duties and rights. This feature of Korsgaard’s view more or less captures the Kantian commitment to the significance of pure practical reason—practical reason as such, and not as realized in any contingent creature or context—as the source of moral reasons.

For the Hegelian, however, this explanation is backwards: we do not occupy maximally general practical identities as a logical precondition of occupying more specific ones, but as the hard-won and still-incomplete result of a historical process through which more parochial communities become knitted together. And, further, we do not derive specific duties and obligations from the very idea of occupying maximally general practical identities, but find rights and duties woven into those collectively constituted standpoints through the process that created them, which, because it is open-ended, leaves those rights and duties subject to continual negotiation. What it is to recognize one another as co-members of, say, humanity, is determined by what it is for us, here and now, to see ourselves as members of this community, as a precondition of being, not agents as such, but the agents that we in fact are.

### 3.3. Mutually Recognitive Forms of Life

That is the Hegelian view in broad overview, but it will help to work through a few examples at different levels of generality to see it in action. The core claim is that Hegelian constructivism identifies 1. forms of social life, 2. in which mutual recognition is realized, 3. and through which normative facts are fixed, and holds that to be an agent is to stand in social relations that realize abstract mutual recognition, which develops into different concrete forms in different human social groups as their practices, norms, relationships, and institutions are systematized. So, consider one extremely local institution, which comprises a variety of relationships, norms, and practices: the courtroom. The roles and attending duties and obligations are, in a courtroom, formalized and explicit, which makes it a helpful example, though of course in many contexts they will be much less so.

A judge is entitled to decide whose turn it is to speak and when an objection will be upheld, to instruct the jury or, in some cases, to direct them to find one way or another. A judge is not permitted to decide what the law is, and in certain circumstances a judge is not permitted even to decide how a law should be inter-
preted: when a new judge takes over for a previous judge in the middle of an ongoing litigation, the second judge is bound by the first judge’s interpretation of any point of law that has been previously applied, for example in deciding a pre-trial motion. Likewise a witness is entitled to testify as to events they have observed, but forbidden to repeat hearsay, or to testify as to the character of a defendant for the purpose of proving conduct.

What makes a witness a witness is that they have been called to testify by an attorney, and are recognized as a witness by the judge and jury. Someone who wanders into a courtroom while a trial is in progress, makes it to the stand before being forcibly ejected by the bailiff, and begins to relate their personal experience of events that happen to be relevant to the case, does not thereby become a witness. Their story is not testimony unless they have been authorized to testify by those others in the courtroom who recognize them as a witness, and whom they recognize as judge and attorney. A judge cannot pass a sentence if no one else recognizes them as a judge.⁴²

These are roles that one contingently, temporarily, and to varying degrees voluntarily occupies, so they are not attractive candidates for basic, identity-constituting roles for the agents that occupy them. What they are, however, are roles easily seen as embedded in (some region of) a form of life, roles that realize mutual recognition in parochial ways, and roles that generate determinate normative facts. The point generalizes. We have varying degrees of control over whether we are judges or attorneys, students or teachers, friends or family, members of the neighborhood association or of the online Swiftie community. We have some control, though considerably less so, over which legal orders we are bound by, which countries we are citizens of. But to whatever extent we continue to occupy and, insofar as it is not equivalent, to identify with these roles, they represent ways that we stand in recognitive relations with co-members, and they answer (some of) the questions about what we must, may, and may not do.

We may abandon our friends, quit our jobs, relinquish community membership, or flee our countries—less dramatically we may not identify with our citizenship status, and we while still legally bound by the laws of the state we

⁴² Of course, these roles are not recognitively self-standing within the context of a courtroom. An attorney is licensed to practice by a state Bar Association, a judge elected or appointed, and so on. Being a judge is not just being recognized as a judge by the ad-hoc community constituted by a given trial, but such recognition is essential to performing the role effectively. An attorney cannot function as counsel for a party if they are not recognized as such by the party, the judge, the bailiff, etc., even if they have been admitted by the Bar to practice law: a licensed attorney arguing before a judge and jury who take what is said to be an odd kind of performance art, and not a closing argument, is not representing anyone. And even those sources of recognition from beyond the courtroom—the state Bar Association, the political institutions within which a judge is elected or appointed—are themselves bound up in broader forms of social life—a legal order, the self-regulating practices of a guild.
may then have no more than instrumental reasons to obey them—but we cannot
cease to be anyone to anyone and still be who we are.\footnote{43} Severing every severable
tie to a recognitive community would, first, leave one with a radical underde-
termination of reasons, and, second, reveal additional layers of identity, no less
constituted by recognitive communities, albeit likely in less obvious ways. A
hermit, for example, is not a person who lives in a solitary state of nature, prior
to and untouched by society, but someone whose understanding of their self is
mediated by a host of social schemas and norms, and to some extent self-defined
against participation in ordinary social life.

What’s left when the more obviously contingent and more straightforwardly
voluntary community memberships are stripped away is, for any of us, person-
hood. But, importantly, on the Hegelian view I am proposing here, being a per-
son is not a maximally general moral status that serves as the foundation for
everything else, but membership in a historically constituted and still-incom-
plete community.

This last claim has two components: first, that to be a person is really to be a
person in relation to other persons. As Thompson puts it, “The judgement \(X\) is a
\(\text{person}\) . . . is essentially a ‘de-relativization’ of the prior bipolar judgement \(X\) is a
\(\text{person in relation to } Y\) . . . ‘Recognizing someone as a person’ is registering her as
a person in relation to yourself; it is the appropriation of such a proposition in
the first person” (2004: 353). Second, what fills in the determinate normative con-
tent of the personhood relation is a socio-historic process. I don’t have the space
here to go into detail regarding the first, and Thompson does so elsewhere, so I
will leave it for now as dogmatically proposed. As to the second, the thought is
that the concept of personhood is one arrived at through generalizing what was
first a religious and then a civic notion—equal standing within a community,
without a specified social role that set one apart from another. Not by discov-
ering what lay beneath more parochial recognitive communities all along, but
by working through the contradictions generated by their coexistence within a
single, shared social world.

By way of contrast, consider the form of social unity proposed by the \(\text{Ana-
lects}\): a moral code consisting of proper performances associated with parochial

\footnote{43: That doesn’t mean we would cease to be agents at all, at least not right away (though there
is some reason to think that ‘social death’ can degrade even the psychological capacities to exercise
agency—see Guenther 2013). The claim here is not that agency depends on continued involvement
in mutually recognitive community. Recall that the post-Kantian theory of agency is that agency
depends on mutual recognition insofar as reflective self-consciousness, reflective distance from
oneself, is achieved through it in the first place, and conceptually mediated by it, but moment-
to-moment one need not actively stand in mutually recognitive relations to maintain reflective
distance. At this stage in the discussion the issue is how mutual recognition, as realized in concrete
social formations, and how it delivers a determinate normative order—not how as an abstraction
it plays a constitutive role in getting agency off the ground.}
roles, tied, in turn, to basic moral relationships, like parent-child, or subject-sovereign. This is not an armchair anthropological claim about whether the form of life of the Zhou dynasty included the concept of personhood (much less whether there were persons living there and then—there were), but a conceptual point about the possibility, or at least the provisional coherence, of a society structured exhaustively by such relationships, without a more general, basic (though still relational) social position available. In that context, someone who ceased to occupy any of the enumerated roles would in an important sense cease to be anyone. There would be nothing that it was proper for them to do.44

For us, here and now, produced by and ensconced in the modern liberal order, to be an agent at all is to be many things to many others, including, most basically, to be persons to other persons. But this is not a logical consequence of agency as such, it is the way agency-as-mutual-recognition is realized in our form of social life. Personhood is the most general way that mutual recognition is realized in our form of social life, and while its generality leaves plenty of normative indeterminacy for more parochial communities to fix, it provides a baseline of conduct toward one another that we recognize as morality. For the Hegelian, this is a socio-historical achievement, the development of mutual recognition into an advanced social form, and not the logical consequence of practical reason as such. “Hegel’s account of the social and historical structure of recognition permits him to reconcile the sense in which we (all) make the norms we bequeath and the sense in which we (each) are made by the norms we inherit” (Brandom 2019: 264).

Mutual recognition—an abstract form of constitutively social normativity—suffuses and animates the social formations, practices, habits, relationships, institutions, and all the rest of the ‘ethical substance’ that composes a form of life. To be an agent is to stand in relations of mutual recognition with other agents, and what is normative for agents is not simply a matter of how they do or how they must reason as individuals. To be an agent is always to be a particular kind of socially and historically conditioned agent, one whose actual agency depends on the social conditions in which one’s agency is realized.

44. Alternatively, we can imagine (as philosophers are fond of doing), the personhood relation as it might be realized in an ‘honor’ society, one where a bodily incursion was not understood as the violation of a basic right to bodily autonomy but as the violation of a right to respect, an insult, one that demanded a very different kind of response than a battery warrants in ours. To be a person in relation to other persons in such a social world would be to understand oneself and to be understood by others as occupying the recognitive role of one entitled to respect, and prohibited from disrespecting others, in the ways required by that normative order.
If the sense of ‘construction’ at work in deductive approaches to constructivism involves an ideal construction in thought, the term takes on a more literal meaning in the developmental context: for the Hegelian, we determine what it means to recognize one another, what recognition consists in, by actually constructing forms of life for ourselves in historical time.

4. Conclusion

Like other forms of constructivism, Hegelian constructivism avoids normative alienation by proposing to understand normativity as arising out of agency itself. Like Fichtean constructivism it avoids social alienation by emphasizing the way that social relations are fundamental to agency. Like Humean constructivism it avoids the emptiness problem faced by Kantian and Ficthean constructivism by scaling back its ambitions: we may not be able to derive a substantive moral order from the very idea of agency, but we can nevertheless understand the order that provides the normative background against which our agency is developed and exercised as itself a realization of mutual recognition in institutions, practices, norms, and so on.

This suggestion, however, reveals the specter of a new kind of alienation: that between an individual and her social world. Importantly, this kind of alienation is not a feature of the metaethical theory, but a troubling feature of life for which Hegelian constructivism fails to provide a way out. In other words, those who find it comfortable to identify with the contingent form of social life in which they find themselves embedded—which does not require that they endorse every norm, practice, or institution, only that they are at home in the framework they compose, and optimistic that its limitations can be reformed through internal criticism—will not be alienated from it. But those who find the contingent order inhospitable, oppressive, or otherwise impossible to identify with will not be comfortable with the apparent conservatism of Hegelian constructivism.

This final form of alienation, what might be called real alienation—alienation from the realization of mutually recognitive agency that grounds one’s own—is a real problem for us, not a philosophical problem to theorize away. Moral philosophy struggles with the perennial temptation of a transcendent, ahistorical standpoint from which to criticize the status quo wholesale. The need to make sense of radical, and not merely internal, criticism is real, but the promise of a socially and historically unencumbered critical standpoint is illusory. It’s a strength of the Hegelian constructivist account that it makes this temptation recognizable as a problem. The solution, I fear, is not more metaethics.
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